
RELIABLE CONTAINER SHIPPING
SEE MORE GREEN FROM



How does schedule reliability translate into econom-
ical and environmental shipping for your company?  
When you ship globally using ocean transportation, 
you know that schedule reliability is an important 
factor when choosing a carrier—but in today’s eco-
nomically tight and environmentally sensitive mar-
ket, it is more critical than ever.  

On-time deliveries can lower inventory costs and re-
duce warehouse storage time for importers, export-
ers, and retailers. And schedule reliability enables 
companies to plan pick-ups and deliveries in ad-
vance to reduce costly demurrage and chargebacks 

that result from early or late deliveries.  More impor-
tantly, schedule reliability helps companies maintain 
supply chain integrity by improving product supply 
flows, connections with intermodal schedules, labor 
scheduling, financial forecasting… and turnaround 
on outstanding freight. 

This white paper will explore the impact of ocean 
shipping reliability on your bottom line and car-
bon footprint so you can position your company to  
ship with optimum efficiency and environmental 
friendliness.

YOUR GOALS STAY ON TARGET
WHEN SHIPMENTS ARE ON SCHEDULE

TransiT Times vs schedule reliabiliTy

Choosing the “fastest” carrier to get your products to market sooner may seem to be a smart  
business move.  Why waste extra time in transit with your products in containers when they could 
be sitting on shelves ready for sales?

However, just as in the fable of the tortoise and the hare, the carrier that states it is the “fastest” 
doesn’t always end up being the most reliable for timely delivery of your products.  For example, 
let’s say a carrier lists their transit time between Singapore and Long Beach, California, as 20 
days, which is 5 days faster than its competition.  However, if the carrier doesn’t have a reliable 
timetable, your shipment won’t arrive on schedule and could actually take longer to arrive than with 
its competition.
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RELIABILITY IS IMPORTANT
WHY OCEAN SHIPMENT

• Helps lower inventory costs for the customer 
     - Customers can rely on getting the product at  
       the right time, reducing or even eliminating  
       warehouse storage time

• Prevents lost sales due to late shipments which  
  can result in million-dollar losses 

• Enables container pick ups and deliveries to be  
  planned in advance, reducing demurrage at  
  the ports

• Eliminates chargebacks that can result from a  
  delivery that is early or late

• Maintains Supply Chain Integrity
     - Product supply does not affect planned  
       inventory for production/sales
     - Connections with intermodal (rail) schedules  
       are adhered to
     - Improved scheduling of labor (factory and  
       transportation)
     - Improved ability to forecast carrying costs in  
       advance of reporting cycles
     - Faster turnaround on outstanding freight

Schedule reliability is even more crucial in time-
sensitive industries, such as retail products that 
have a shelf life and seasonal pricing.  Con-
sider the example of “Ship-Shape Shoes,” a 
major global shoe retailer that imports products 
from Asia manufacturers.  They were anxiously  

expecting a shipment of 14,000 pairs of men’s 
shoes from Shanghai that they advertised in a 
holiday sale in newspapers in their major mar-
kets across the U.S.  But the shoe shipment was 
already a week late and they lost $1,000,000+ in 
sales, along with losing dissatisfied customers 
to the competition.  The Logistics Manager had 
to call all his dealers and inform them that the 
merchandise wouldn’t be arriving on time.  Then, 
he had to reschedule the pick-up at the terminal 
and the delivery date at the stores.  When the 
shoes finally did arrive almost two weeks later, 
the holiday sales period was over and the stores 
were unable to sell their inventory as planned.  
As a result, Ship-Shape Shoes had to cut its 
profit and sell the shoes at a deeper discount, 
barely covering its cost.

shiP-shaPe shOes case sTudy: hOw reliabiliTy can affecT revenue
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How much a shipper pays to transport goods from 
one port to another is just one factor of the cost 
equation.  When it comes to shipping, predictability 
and reliability simply matter more than costs.

The Total Distribution Cost (or TDC) consists of both 
direct (shipment) and induced (non-delivery) costs:
 1)  Transport cost—Port-to-port carrier  
      charges
 2)  In-transit inventory cost—Capital and  
      obsolescence, pilfering, and damage 
 3) Warehouse inventory cost—Cycle  
      inventory cost (inventory held for daily  
      operations) and safety stock cost  
      (inventory held for unforeseen order  
      delivery delays or to meet spikes  
      in demand)

Both the in-transit inventory cost and the ware-
house inventory cost of the TDC can be reduced 
with more reliable transit times.  Revisiting our Ship-
Shape Shoe case study, when their products arrive 
on schedule, there is no need for the shoe retailer 
to maintain a large safety stock in inventory.  This 
can help cut the retailer’s overhead and operating 
costs, while reducing the risk of having more prod-
uct in stock than they can sell.

When shippers can keep their in-transit inven-
tory moving on schedule, it’s less likely to suf-
fer losses due obsolescence and pilfering from 
port to port.  This is a major concern for retailers 
like Ship-Shape Shoes that must keep pace with 
changing fashions and styles to attract custom-
ers and drive sales.  Sheepskin boots from New 
Zealand might be big sellers during the cooler 
months, but they’ll just sit on the shelf if they don’t  
arrive until it’s sandal weather.  And shipping reli-
ability can reduce warehouse inventory cost by 
reducing the amount of inventory that needs to be 
held to meet market demand because orders can 
arrive and be put on store shelves on a more timely 
and dependable basis.  It all adds up to a lower 
overall Total Distribution Cost.

If the Logistics Manager at Ship-Shape Shoes un-
derstood the critical variables that could be mak-
ing his company’s TDC too high—and eat into his 
bottom line—he’d look for the places in his supply 
chain that could lower more than just his transport 
cost.  By considering a more reliable shipping op-
tion, he could reduce his in-transit and warehouse 
inventory costs—and maybe even earn himself a 
bigger bonus at the end of the year.

TOTAL DISTRIBUTION COST?
DO YOU KNOW YOUR COMPANY’S 
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LONG DISTANCE TRANSPORTATION
0CEAN SHIPPING HAS THE LOWEST ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT FOR

GRAMS OF CO2 EMITTED PER (TEU.km)
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cO2 emissiOns by mOde Of TransPOrTaTiOn

When a transport mode proves to be unreliable or 
unpredictable, a company may need to take on the 
added expense of higher inventory levels or switch 
to more expensive modes of transport (such as air 
freight) to meet delivery deadlines.  However, reli-
able ocean shipping is not only more economical, 
it can also dramatically reduce the impact of your 
company on the environment.  

The fact is, ocean shipping is the most energy-ef-
ficient way to move cargo long distances. Globally, 
ocean shipping transports 90% of the world’s goods, 
and generates an estimated 3 to 4% of energy-re-
lated CO2. If all the cargo transported by ocean 
were transported by air, the resulting CO2 emis-
sions would be 50 to 80 times higher.  The diagram 
below demonstrates this wide disparity of pollution 
between ocean and air shipping.

Source: NTM - The Network for Transport and the Environment, Sweden.
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Maersk Line  is deeply committed to minimizing the 
impact of its business activities on the environment 
and to developing safe, efficient and clean practic-
es.  For example, Maersk’s vessel environmental 
initiatives have significantly reduced greenhouse 

gas and other emissions, as well as the impact 
on water (ballast water, spill prevention and non-
toxic hull coatings), vessel waste generation, and  
reducing the use of non-renewable resources (such 
as fuels). 

The envirOnmenTal iniTiaTives ThaT have helPed maersK line vessels becOme mOre 
enerGy-efficienT and less POlluTinG include:

• Slide valves on MAN main engines improve the combustion process and reduce NOx,  
   visible smoke and PM

• Waste Heat Recovery system provides 10% reduction in all emissions (SOx, PM, NOx and CO2)

• Voyage Efficiency System reduces fuel consumption by optimizing routing based on input from  
   MET services, sea current and other sources

• Maersk Ship Performance System monitors propeller and hull efficiency, and optimizes hull and  
   propeller cleaning intervals, trim and engine performance

• Our Quest program reduced the energy consumption for temperature-controlled and  
   refrigerated containers by 50%. 

• Less toxic and non-toxic hull coatings help protect the marine environment

OCEAN SHIPPING
YOUR ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY CHOICE
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Maersk Line delivers proven schedule reliability to 
help shippers lower variable transit costs and im-
prove business performance.  In fact, Maersk Line 
was ranked #1 by Drewry out of the top 20 largest 
carriers for on-time global performance five consec-
utive quarters --Q3 and Q4 2008 and Q1, Q2, and 
Q3 2009.
 
Drewry Shipping Consultants is the independent 
maritime adviser that performs a study on both 
global and trade lane carrier schedule reliability 
of 55 Shipping Lines each quarter. 1,633 vessel 

calls and 19 trade routes are measured between 
3 ports in North America, 2 ports in Europe and 1 
port in Asia.  “On time” is defined as arrival on the  
scheduled day or the day prior to the scheduled  
arrival date.  

See how the industry-leading worldwide shipping 
reliability of Maersk Line can help your company 
“see more green” by lowering your Total Distribution 
Cost with the benefit of dependable transit times—
while using a more environmentally friendly ocean 
shipping solution.

TRUST MAERSK LINE
FOR INDUSTRY-LEADING RELIABILITY:

“Unmatched reliability is an absolute top priority for Maersk Line because we understand  
what a difference on-time service makes for our customers.” 

Craig Mygatt, Sr. Director of North America Commercial Planning
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